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CERTIFIED EXPERT IN DATA SCIENCE 
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Certification Course

What to expect
The recent wave of innovation in Artificial intelli-
gence (AI) has enormous disruptive potential, but 
there is a decided shortage of professionals capa-
ble of harnessing the power of the latest modelling 
techniques and moving AI from the drawing board 
into real life. This course aims to give practitioners 
a solid foundation in data modelling, as well as 
an in-depth understanding of the latest AI met-
hods and solutions (especially Deep Learning). 
The course covers the theoretical foundations of 
statistical modelling, the detailed analysis of neural 
models – along with associated machine learning 
procedures – and includes a technical introduction 
to and practice in Python programming using the 
general “Data Science Stack” (Numpy, SciPy, Pan-
das, Scikit-Learn), as well as TensorFlow for Deep 
Learning. After successfully finishing the course, 
practitioners will not only be familiar with the 
state of the art in AI, they will also be capable of 
implementing the latest machine-learning models 
in practice. The course is conducted by two trainers 
who are also available as points of contact throug-
hout the on-campus study period, ensuring that 
you receive the highest possible standard of men-
toring and guidance. 

Examination
The course will take the form of interactive "lab" 
sessions during which participants will implement 
solutions (under guidance). Passing the automa-
tically evaluated programming assignments is a 
necessary prerequisite for certification. 

Ideal for
Programmers, data scientists and business ana-
lysts, as well as individuals with experience in 
programming and/ or data analysis seeking an 
in-depth understanding of and practical exposu-
re to the latest AI technologies (especially Deep 
Learning).

Requirements
Participants will need 
- basic programming skills and knowledge;  
- a basic knowledge of Python would be a plus
- A data-modelling background (or strong affinity)  
  is desirable
- All participants should bring laptops with them to  
  work on practical exercises during the course

In-house programmes
All our specialist courses are also available as 
customised programmes. Please ask us for a 
quotation.

Further details and registration          
 fs.de/dsai

 New 
As an alternative to participating on  
campus, you can also join the modules 
online via live stream.

Banking & Wealth Management
Compliance, Forensics & Audit
Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Finance
Insurance
IT & Digitalisation
Leadership & Communication
Marketing & Sales
Controlling & Accounting
Payments & Credit
Real Estate
Risk Management
Strategy & Change Management
Sustainable Development
Technology & Operations

Focus

Structure
2 blocks of 5 days each
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This information sheet provides a general overview of the course described above. Frankfurt School of Finance & Management reserves the right to revise or modify both course curriculum and schedule. 

This also applies to course fees, as well as internal and external examination fees.

Conference: 16. Process-Lab Konferenz

 www.fs-verlag.de/pl 

Data Science and
Modelling Foundations

5 days
week

20. – 24.06.2022 Foundational definitions
- Machine intelligence
- Statistical learning theory
- Representation learning

Historical overview of AI
- Main epochs and approaches to AI
- “AI winters” – causes and lessons

Task settings

Tasks of AI models

Data science pipeline
- Steps of a data science project
- Tools of analysis

Visualisation, representation and 
embedding
- Goals of embedding
- Linear decomposition models
- Non-linear embedding
- Time series analysis tools

Clustering methods

Anomaly detection models

Classification methods

Regression
- Linear regression
- Polynomial regression
- Robust regression methods

Metrics and measurements of models

Problem of generalisation
- Bias-Variance trade-off
- Overfitting
- Regularisation methods

1 Neural Networks and
Deep Learning

5 days
week

18. – 22.07.2022 Training setup for neural networks
- Introduction to TensorFlow
- Getting data into TensorFlow
- TensorFlow Core and train APIs
- Debugging and visualisation, TensorBoard

Neural network basics
- Perceptron model, perceptron update rule
- XOR Problem
- Basic feed forward neural networks
- Regularising neural networks
- Hyperparameter optimisation methods

Current neural architectures and 
their application
- Problem domains, datasets and baselines
- Convolutional neural networks and 
  recurrent neural networks

Memory networks
- Motivation: Extension of temporal 
  architectures
- Neural Turing Machine

Unsupervised learning with 
neural models

Transfer learning
- Practical need for transfer
- Methods and catastrophic forgetting

Peak into what else is there?
- Adversarial training
- Reinforcement learning

Advice on deployment of machine

learning models
- Project design principles
- Architecture concerns
- Validation, performance
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Final Exam

The course entails interactive “lab”
sessions (participants are implementing 
solutions which are graded).  Passing the 
automatically evaluated programming 
assignments is a necessary prerequisite  
for certification.

Certified Expert in Data 
Science & Artificial Intelligence
(Frankfurt School of Finance & Management)

certification

http://fs.de/dsai

